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Summer holidays 

bring all sorts of 

fun activities like 

traveling, camping, 

swimming and bike 

riding!
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Traveling can be stress ful for your parents, so try 
not to distract them when they’re driving. 

This family is lost on their way to the campsite. 
Can you help them find the way?
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The sun can easily burn our skin and hurt our eyes, so people need 
to protect themselves when they spend time in direct sunlight. Can 
you find the items that can help with that?

Can you find the items You need to pack your bag?

Hat

Sunglasses

Shorts 

Sandals

Tshirt

Socks

Water

Sunscreen

Snack

Swimwear

Flashlight

Book
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Swimming is great but it can be 
very dangerous. You should 
never do it alone and always 
make sure a grown-up is 
watching before you jump in 
the water.

This boy really wants to  
go swimming. Show him the 
way to the lifeguard so he 
can ask if it’s safe to  
enter the water.

1 2 3
4
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Riding your bike, skateboard or scooter is fun! But you 

must remember to always wear a helmet and do what your 

parents tell you to stay safe.

Can you spot the 5 differences  

between these two pictures?
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These signs warn of dangers and help people on 
vacation do the right thing.

1

2

5

7

6

8

3

4

no swimm ing 

no mushroo m picking 

bears present 

fall ing rocks

Caution: Snakes

coyotes Present

no open fires

no litt ering

Can you match 
the signs to 
their meanings?
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Water park Highway

When traveling to new places, it’s important to read the 
road signs. They can tell you important information. ask your 
parents what signs you should be on the lookout for to help 
reach your destination. 

Sometimes it’s easy to misread a sign because one letter can 
make a big difference in a word. What letter do you need to 
put in each of the word crosses to make 4 different words?
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When traveling somewhere new, 
it’s easy to get lost. Carry with 
you the address of the place 
you’re staying at and don’t wander 
off on your own. In case you get 
lost, do you know your parents’ 
names and phone numbers?

Try to find your way to the right hotel  
by following the directions below.

Write their names and  
phone numbers here:

Start
STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

Move in one direction until you get onto a square with an 
obstacle. Then, follow the new direction.

move to the right at a traffic cone

move to the left at a cafe

move up at a stop sign

move down at a stop light
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Sometimes, when you 

go through a forest, 

go camping or even 

when you play in the 

yard, a tick can bite 

you and make you sick. 

So remember to use 

bug spray. after you’ve 

been out playing in the 

grass or in the forest, 

you should always have 

your parents check you 

for ticks. 

Can you spot 
the ticks in 
this image?
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People sometimes hurt 
their back when lifting 
heavy lugg age. Remind 
your parents to ask for 
help when something 
is too  heavy and never 
try lifting big things 
yourself. 

1

2

3

Can you spot which 

shadow matches 

the image of the 

parent above?
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 FiLL  the empty spaces below. 

This summ er, I traveled to       . 

It’s a reall y        place. 

We saw

And we often        . 

we ate a lot of         .

But there were many dangers there. 

For example,        that was 

there, could have caused                   .  

And we were lucky when       

because           .

I reall y enjoyed 

because           .

When we were there, I saw         

and I heard           .

What I liked the most was        . 

Maybe next year we can go to       .
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1. When going to a new place, 
stay close to your _______ 
and don’t go anywhere on 
your own

2. Remember to use _________ 
before you play in the sun

3. This sign means that 
open ____ is not 
all owed in the area

ACROSS 

4. Don’t distract your parents when 
they’re _______

5. __________ will  help you when the 
sun is very bright

6. People can hurt their backs when 
they lift heavy ____ 

7. Always wear a ______ when you’re 
BIKING

8. it’s important to remember your 
parents’ names and _____ numbers
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here are some more games you can play 
to make long car rides more fun.

Going on a picnic

One player starts the game by saying, “I’m going on a picnic and I’m 
going to bring...” and then they list an item. The next person says, “I’m 
going on a picnic and I’m going to bring...” and then they list the first 
person’s item before adding their own. The list grows and the last 
person to remember all the items correctly is the winner. You can 
also have each person name an item starting with the next letter of the 
alphabet, making it easier to remember. 

Story 

One person says a word or a sentence that begins a  story. 
Players take turns adding one word or one sentence at a 
time to the story and see where it can end up. 

Around the world

It’s important to be on the lookout for dangerous things. But being 
observant can also help you have some fun. See how many license 
plates from distant places you can spot. Write them down or mark them 
off on a map. 

Sound effects story

One player begins a short story, but replaces key things 
and actions with sounds. For example, “A (woof woof) 
was lying on the couch and (munch munch) on a bone when 
a (meow) came along.” The second player then continues 
the story, “The (meow) then (hiss) at the (woof woof) to 
get him off the couch.” Each player should try and make 
the story more and more inventive.  

I spy

One person says “I spy with my little eye something...” 
and ends with a descriptive clue, such as “that’s black” 
or “beginning with S.”The other players take turns asking 
yes or no questions until they can guess what the item is. 
Ideally, the item should be something that all the other 
players can see until they can complete a round. A motel 
you drove past two miles ago would make it too hard. 
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Imaginary hide and seek

Pick a place inside your house and imagine that 
you’re hiding there. It can be as silly or as 
realistic as you want, so you could hide under the 
bed or inside a tin of beans. Everyone else can 
ask you questions that you can only answer with 
“yes” and “no”. When someone guesses your hiding 
place, it’s their turn to hide.

Names game

Agree on a letter. Everyone then takes a turn to come up with a name 
that starts with that letter. When you hesitate for too long or can’t 
think of anything, you’re out. The last person standing is the winner. 
This game also works for naming plants, objects, foods, etc. 

License plates games 

License plates can provide you with some good 
word games. For example, when you spot a 
license plate with some letters on it, try coming 
up with funny messages that match it. QBP could 
stand for: quickly bury pasta! 

For a more challenging game, try vanity plates game where players 
find whole sentences in the entire plate. For example M I L8 could 
stand for: am I late? RATRAA could stand for: rat race.

Count the likes

Count the number of times people around you say “like” or “uh”. Don’t 
tell them ahead of time and give yourself 15 minutes. That should be 
more than enough time to get a pretty high score. 

Categories

Agree on a category (e.g., ice-cream flavors, popular 
song titles, countries) and everyone takes turns naming 
something in that category until one person remains. 
The winner then picks another category. For a more 
challenging version, players have to think of an object 
that starts with the next letter in the alphabet. For 
example, in the category of Desserts, the first person 
says: apple pie. The next person says: brownies, etc.  
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4-no swimm ing 

8-no picking mushroo ms

1-bears present 

5-rocks fall ing

3-Snakes Present

7-coyotes

2-no open fires

6-no litt ering
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